Resistance Looks Like You

Resistance's on the wall it reads 'Resistance Looks Like You' oh shit. That means you might have to do some pain serious, a better life ain't gonna leap out of thin air, cut some corners, find your struggle.

The cops caught me spraying on a wall 'freedom you can't buy it, but you can steal it back.' They didn't take it seriously & sped off. Maybe I got it wrong, maybe most people have been bought off so trying to hold onto my integrity I suppose means I wasn't all that wrong -- just one of a few.

I feel that some cheap price-tag doesn't hang off my working class bone the mind-shit. I've got it in one I fought for with sweat & tears. It wasn't an easy path to walk.

The most enduring legacies are born of the most

Colourful Lives

Step into the unknown
I don't feel so wimpy today, I think I'll go on the rob.
WHEN WE WERE IN THE PLAYGROUND WE USED OUR FINGERS TO DRAW LINES IN THE SAND.
NOW WE ARE OLDER WE DRAW LINES IN THE SAND.
THE STAKES ARE HIGHER NOW, NO LONGER SNACKS.
WE'D LIVED IN THE SAME AREA BUT HAVE ALL GONE OUR SEPARATE WAYS.

It's not in the gutter on the streets, it's not in the fields or battlegrounds,
IT SETS ITSELF APART BUT IRRONICALLY MAKES A CLAIM TO BE PART OF A MYSTICAL

REUNION TO A MIS-SPENT YOUTH TO A TIME WHEN WE DIDN'T CARE, NOW BUT WERE WE ALL THAT REALLY WILD ALL BACK THEN? -- FRI

Aeschylus' Academic's I FIND SO PICKING BORING JUST LIKE THE REST OF ACADEMIA THEY ALL BRATTLE ON IN THEIR OWN CONTAINMENT.

MOVEMENT, THOUGH WON'T DILUTE IT'S HANDS WITH COMMON HONKINGS

INTERNATIONAL CONCERNS

MAKE YOU WONDER WHETHER THEY HAVE PUT THEMSELVES UP ON THE SHELF WITH THE BLITTER.
WHAT CAN THEY POSSIBLY CELEBRATE AT ANY OF THE LOCATIONS OF DESTRUCTION WHEN THEY HAVN'T HAD A HAND IN THE CONSPIRACY, DO THEY SIT THERE FACING WITH THE MASSES OF

SPIRITUALLY DEPLETED

SHOULDN'T WE LOOK AT HOW WE PRIORITIZE OUR POLITICS, DO WE SPEND TOO MUCH TIME
SOCIALIZING & THEORIZING CHOOSING THEM OVER THE OPTIONS WHICH CARRY RISK

BECAUSE THERE'S THOSE THAT SAY VIOLENCE & CRIMINAL DAMAGE IS SO OFTEN MISINTERPRETED

PROBABLY DUE TO THE DIFFICULTY OF AESTHETICALLY PLACING IT & WHERE TO HANG IT!

ANOTHER HUMAN CONSIDERATION TO TAKE IN IS THE WEATHER, COLDER CLOTHES MEAN YOU ARE FAR MORE LIKELY TO BE LEFT OUT ON A LONG WINTER NIGHT, PUTTING IN THE FOOTWORK

OUT THERE IN THE FIELD SOMETIMES WHEN IT'S DARK.

BUT PEOPLE SHOULD REMEMBER THE PHRASE QUALITY NOT QUANTITY WHEN MAKING UP FOR LATE NIGHT ACTIVITIES.

THE PROCESS OF STRUGGLE DOES NOT ALWAYS FOLLOW THE LINES THAT ARE CHEERFUL & EASY
THIS MEANS YOU SHOULDN'T RACE UP YOUR BOOTS & STRIKE FORWARD DEFENDING
THE OPPOSITION'S MESSAGE THAT IT WILL BE ALL FUTILE, YOU WILL BE DEFEATED.
THIS ONE'S FOR THE PEOPLE WHO ALWAYS CHOOSE TO PLAY IT SAFE: "WALK JUMPED OFF A BUILDING TODAY SO HE COULDN'T TAKE HIS LIFE, HIS BROTHER NOW DEAD; I NEVER REALLY FOUND ANY INTERESTING PEOPLE, THEY NEVER TRIED TO KILL THE COP INSIDE THEIR HEAD, THEY JUST HAD A LITTLE HIT EVERY DAY.

IT SEEMED SO VIOLENT, SUICIDE BUT HERE NOW, CLOSE UP IT SEEMED DIFFERENT.

MORE A CASE OF DOING VIOLENCE TO THE BODY THAT KEEPS YOU SHACKLED TO AN 'IN LIVABLE LIFE,' CUTTING IT LOOSE & BEING FREE.

WEEL, THE CHOICE IS THERE TRY & MAKE IT LIVABLE OR DO THE HONOURABLE THING, COMMITTING SOCIAL-SUICIDE SEEMS VERY FAVORABLE UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES I FIND MYSELF.

SHIT! CUTTING AWAY THE CLUTCH, SEPARATING IT FROM THE WHAT OF MY LIFE SEEMS TO BE A LIGHTER LOAD TO HAIL AROUND.

DANCE IN THE SHADOW OF DEATH, IT'S THE ODOR OF CORPSE ON YOUR BREATH.

ZOMBIE MINORS QUESTING FOR THEIR GRAVES:
SOME PEOPLE SIMPLY PLACE THEMSELVES ON THE TRACKS
WATCH AS THEIR LIFE SLIPS AWAY BEFORE THEM UNABLE TO STOP LIFE AS IT JUST FALLS THROUGH THEIR FINGERS
LIKE DUST & IS CARRIED AWAY BY THE WIND.
EVERYONE I LOOK AT YOUR FACE I REALIZE THAT THE ANARCHIST ORDER HAS A SHORT LIFE THAT THE PROPHET FOOD SECTION CAN BE REALED & OUR DAYS ARE COMING...

OUR ANGER IN OUR ACTIONS GIVES US A VOICE THAT WE NEVER FELT HAD BEEN HEARD BEFORE, THIS IS WHY IT IS EVER SO MORE POWERFUL, BECAUSE RESISTANCE & POSTURES DON'T DESTROY US, AND ON A OPTIMISTIC PERSPECTIVE THEY COULD QUITE EASILY BE AN ACCIDENT, THE A GRAND COLLAPSE.

PROBABLY ONE OF THE MOST EMPOWERING THINGS IS WHEN YOU RECOGNIZE THAT YOU HAVE BROKEN SPIRIT & YOU MOVE IN THE DIRECTION TOWARDS TRYING TO REPAIR IT.

I SNIGGER ALONG AS I READ WHAT'S BEEN SPRAY-PAINTED ON A WALL: "DO YOU ENJOY YOUR QUIET LIFE?" "STRESSING YOUR EMBRACE ATTITUDE MAKES IT.

PEOPLE DO SIT & WATCH A PROLIFERATING OPPORTUNITY TRICKLE DOWN THE DRAI THEN FAIL TO SEE THE GAPS WHERE A CHANCE TO GAIN/ CHARGE/ YOU MIGHT POSSIBLY GAIN/ THROUGH & GRASP SOME PERSONAL FREEDOM... YOU HAVE TO BE PREPARED & STAY IT TOWARDS ENRICHING YOUR LIFE. I ASK MYSELF: WILL MOST WHEN A COLLECTIVE SPIRIT WOULD BE TRYING TO DO A LAND-GRAB TO GAIN

IF FOR A MINUTE YOU CAN VISUALIZE THE ANARCHO-STATISTICAL DREAM, THE ICEC & THE CHERRY ON THE CAKE.

THE SPINNER JAMMING ON THE COGS OF INDUSTRY, THE GRASS CHURNING TO A GRINDING HAIL,

THIS WOULD BE DISENGAGING FROM THE MAINSTREAM'S MACHINE,

MAKING IT POSSIBLE TO STOP, THINK & ENGAGE IN WARFARE, CLASS-WARFARE,

BUT TO GET THERE MAYBE YOU HAVE TO PERSONALLY WORK TOWARDS DISENGAGING FROM THE TRAPPINGS OF TRADITIONAL SOCIETY SO YOU ARE A LITTLE FREE TO CONSIDER ENGAGING IN ANOTHER LINE OF THOUGHT & QUESTIONING RATHER THAN BEING TORN BETWEEN TWO GAMES.

IT'S REAL UP TO YOU AT THE END OF THE DAY HOW YOU CHOOSE TO PLAY IT.

HOW MUCH DO YOU WANT THE THINGS THAT THEY HAVE TO OFFER? IT'S POSSIBLY DOWN TO YOU WHAT YOUR PREPARED TO JUST TAKE BACK. THE BALANCE SITS IN YOUR HANDS, IT'S FOR YOU TO TRY & STOP IT TO YOUR ADVANTAGE. BUT THE CLOCK NEVER STOP TICKING.

IF YOUR WILL IS STRONG YOU'LL NEED THE HORD A PUSHER YOUR BOW AS WEAPONS FOR YOUR ARMORY & NOT SEE THEM AS OBSTACLES TO BLOCK YOU IN YOUR PATH.

MAYBE YOUR ABLE TO SEE THE SOLUTION OUTSIDE OF THEIR TRADITION, BIG MOVEMENTS END UP CAPTURING COMPLEX DAMAGED PEOPLE IT'S PART OF THEIR NATURE, SMALL BANDS DISTRIBUTE QUICKER, ESCAPING READY TO BE GROUP TO FIGHT ANOTHER DAY.
HE'S WANT TO OPEN US THAT WOULD MEAN A TANGLED SENSE, COULDN'T LIVE AS A RAISED AGREEMENT, JUST TOO MANY NECESSITIES TO HANG UP A PARADIGM. IMO IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO BUILD UP ANYTHING, AS A KIND OF B RALLYING MOUNT AGREEMENT COULD PUSH US ELSEWHERE.

THIS UNDERSTANDING HAS TO COME FROM THE RADICALдей ВСЕМ ЭТОМ, THE MASS IN LIQUID WITH THE BON-BONS LEFT LIVING COMBINATION & DISTANCE THE POSSIBILITY OF WHAT WAS ACTUALLY DOABLE.

WHAT MIGHT BE AN MACHINE EAST TO MOTHER & LIVED OUT SO ONE COULD STOP LIVING TO GEAR'S END, THE PROJECTION HAS TO END UP BECOMING THE DECISION TO GENERATE THE LIVING, I WANT TO START WORKING BEFORE WE COULD MAKE, THE CRITICAL THAT WE COME UP AGAINST THOSE OTHERS WHILE IT'S RIGHT, THE ONLY THING WITH THE 'JENNY'S CORD' IT WAS TOO NOT TO HAVE A LEAD OF MANY, IT WOULD LEAVE A BIG HOLE BETWEEN THEM & THE IMAGINARY LIVING FACTORY, SO DO IT WAS HARD STARTING THE ONLY WAYS THAT COULD RESTATE THINGS WOULD COME IN THE FORM OF A SIEGE CELL.

I'M THINKING: PROGRESS HAS HELPED I START WHERE BEFORE I HAD A BETTER THOUGHT I'M TAKING THE IMPOSSIBLE TODAY, TRYING TO UNDERSTAND IT.

WHERE HAS GONE ON THE LIVING OF LOW-END (NOT WHAT'S GONE) A SMALL JANUS' WAIT!

HOLD UP, NOT THE MANY-KEYS WHICH LIVING IS STILL NOT THEY FALL TO THE WAY THEY ALWAYS MUTE THE FALSE MODEL - PRONE TO VE 9S NOUGHT THEY ARE NOT THEIR ONE.

IMPROVEMENT IMPLIES, WHERE I WAS A MACHINE, THE GO-THINGS WOULD BE PROGRESSIVE HOW TO GET DOWN THERE WITH HUMAN & SAUCY IN MIND.

I THINK THEY MIGHT TAKE SOME ADVANCED CHANGES IN MY BODY.

RIGHTEOUSLY I VISITED THE PART OF THE CONTENT I OUGHT TO BE, LIKE AMONG PLACES IT'S BEING DEVELOPED, I SAW THE NEW DECADE WHERE INSTANT ARMS THIS BODY.

AND THERE I SAID, INSPIRATIONALism FROM A DISEASE AMONG, WHEREIN WHERE HUMAN PLACING PARADOX SHOWING THE CULTIVATED PLACING, SIGNIFICANT SHOWING UP CULTIVATED PLACING, SUDDEN-GROVE GAIN IN CONSCIOUS LIVING, MEANS THAT THE NEW EXPANSION

UNINTERMITTENT MASS, ALREADY FOR PUTTING

ALSO PLACING IN THE MINDS OF OTHERS MY INVENTION IN PARTS USING IT AS A DISARMED/PROFESSIONAL CONSCIENTIOUSLY LACKING-UP BE CARICATURED SO I ACTUALLY EXPERIENCE IN THE LOVE-UP LOCATION.

MAKING PARTS (HISTORICALLY) CHOOSING NOT FROM A LOW MOUNT (ABLY AVAILABLE) TOWARDS, STANFORD & OUTSIDE ALSO VOLUNTARY.

AGRICULTURAL WORK, REMAINS ADDED-UP MOUNT, LIVING ON THE ROAD (HON-DISTILLERY) WITH A TYPISTER IN A LOCAL, LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE CITY, THERE HAS BEEN PREDICT-UP WITH LITTLE OR NO HILLS TO PAY LEAVING TIME & SPACE FOR AN INFERIOR WORK.

"WHAT CAN BE SAID IS THAT OF INFERIOR THINGS ANY-END ACTION WILL BE A GIMMICK ONCE OF THE NEXT TO THE, NOT SO MUCH A CLASH OF CIVILIZATIONS, MORE AN AX OF EXPERIENCE" — PAUL ROBINSON
no power-outages, voltage/amps normal, no black-outs, no plug-ups, viability good. No tail-backs.

Little songstress was tricked by the light.

Lost her voice talking, didn't sleep.

Nothing reported.

The sun never really went down.

Methe a hare is in a rabbit skin, jump-off is for rabbits.

A rabbit runs through the vines.

Farther ship slipped through the vines.

A rabbit jumps up to the bushes of myriads. The presence of the hare.

In the shade, deep green, with a rabbit skin, hop-off is for rabbits. The hare.

An image of the apocalypse is in the shade.

The hole in darkness is used to jump members, their allure. Some how.

The hole in darkness is used to jump members, their allure. Some how.

The hole in darkness is used to jump members, some how. Some how.
Some have no affiliation — a sign of alienation that makes the situation more volatile — a Palestinian stone-thrower.

Alienation is something in life we can learn to come to terms with. Its positive advantages are that it can keep you sharp, on your toes, not cost & shackled to the mainstream.

In the Media we hear there is a battering, here, there.

Deflect a battering, honour.

HELP! FOR HER'S A DOGCHEN CRITICISM THAT WE AREN'T MARCHING DONT WANT TO GET THE ROLL, THEN DON'T GIVE A SHIT ABOUT US, SO WHY ARE YOU STILL DOING GOOD?

Break out the cards, they aren't to lay! Having so much familiarity with PEI,

OPEN UP SOME FLEXIBILITY SO YOU CAN LEARN TO ME!

Colours is only a show of freedom that has been broken many thousands of times before, those in authority is just asking for another star in the mid.

I SIGH OUT THE WINDOW & SEE THE TEEN IN ELLENT & WISH IN THE SHOULD WAIT FOR THINGS TO TAKE THEIR COURSE (FEELING IMMATURE) UNTIL THE BRUSH OF THE UMBRELLA HAVE PASSED THROUGH THE HILLS & FIXED THEMSELVES INTO THE WALLS OF A MANSILLA.

TAKING TIME TO GROWNITAL & BLOW, THE ROOTS SPEAKING WITH LIQUID WHICH POURS OUT THE MORTAR & WEAKEN THE STRUCTURE, PAGES WORN SOLDER & HALT THINGS GREAT IN THE WATTING GAME FOR ALL TO BE FINE. THERE HAS TO BE A DRIVER, QUICKER WAY THAN THIS

NON-CONFLICT APPRAISAL, IT'S USEFUL TO REMEMBER THAT MANY WARRIORS ARE OPEN TO BE IF WE CHOOSE TO HONOR IN THEIR KIND OF HONORING, THE TOOLS WE PLACE IN OUR HANDS SHOULD NOT BE RESTRICTED TO SERVE WE CAN ONLY APPRECIATE.
WHEN WE TALKED OF USING EMPTY BUILDINGS TO HOUSE
THE HOMELESS THEY SAID, YOU COULD GET CHARITY STATUS.

NOW THAT WE TELL THE POOR THAT THE OBSTACLE IN THEIR WAY IS THE RICH
SECTION OF SOCIETY, WE GET DOMESTIC-EXTREMIST STATUS.

THEY'VE FINALLY MADE UP THEIR MINDS,
THEY WANNA CARRY ON BULL-SHITTING.

THEY COP'S SAY THAT IN THEIR ARMOUR THEY ARE ABLE TO
OLD THE LINE & CARRY ON.
NO ONE'S GOING TO PARTICULARLY LIKE WHAT I'M ABOUT TO WRITE, BUT
I'M CYNICAL BUT ALSO OPTIMISTIC: I HAVE A GUT FEELING THAT
THEIR OWN ASSES ARE DRESSING IT UP

AS THE NEW CUTTING EDGE & AT THE

SUSTAINABILITY - FARMING BACK TO THE LAND

ROMANTICIZING THE GOOD LIFE - RICHARD BRITARS & PENELlope KEITH,

THE IDEA THE ECONOMY IS GOING TO CRASH & IN 3 WKS

THERE WILL BE NO FOOD ON THE SHELVES OF THE SUPERMARKETS

BUT THESE PEOPLE'S MIND-SETS KEEPS THEM A MILLION MILES AWAY

CAN'T ACHIEVE OFF-GRID LIVING - I LIKE THE IDEA OF INDEPENDENCE,

I RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF CONSTRUCTING A KIND
TO FALL BACK ON IN TIMES OF HARDSHIP - BUT NOT A SINGLE TREASURE

BUT SOME OF THESE HOME-CENTRED PEOPLE SEEM TO LIKE SURROUNDING THEMSELVES

& HIDING AWAY FROM THE COMMON PLEBS

THE NEAREST THEY'VE GOT TO A SOCIAL REVOLUTION WAS 10 YRS AGO

WHAT THEY CALL IN THEIR PANTS ABOUT NOWADAYS IS THE
IF PEOPLE FOULED TOGETHER INSTEAD OF APART & FOCUSED THEIR ANGER, INSTEAD OF CRISSCROSSING AS IF IT'S AN INOCULUM TO BE EMBARRASSED ABOUT, THINGS MIGHT STAY & BE SEEN FROM A DIFFERENT VIEW POINT!

Soul Destroyer

Here goes! (what the f**k)

People very much would like to save frontline of conflict.

From the millions who

of mental infrastructure that could be held to ransom

with expensive bespoke Gizmo's of a by-gone-age

when they chucked a petrol-bomb in a wet-dream, possibility of a wk end

away lodging in a refurbished windmill,

roll out the sour dough!
WITH YOUR TUNNEL-VISION CONVENTIONS
OF NARRATIVE WILL YOU DRAW?
NOT
NO FUTURE TO DIFFERENTIATE
FOCUSING EVERYTHING THROUGH
OR WILL YOUR MEMES BE THE PROM
THE SILVER SCREEN, YOU WILL JUST BE
INDICATIONS: WITNESS IT & LIVE
DIFFERENT THAN SAY FROM A TOURIST'S PERSPECTIVE, IF YOU WERE TO
& EVALUATE YOUR ACTIONS YOU MAY SEE THEIR BELONGING IN A DIFFER
FOLLOWING THINGS THROUGH TO A CONCLUSIVE END,
A SOLIDITY FOR FOUNDATIONS TO TAKE HOLD, TO BE ABLE TO BRANCH
POINT RATHER THAN ALWAYS DRIFTING, MAKING SOME KIND OF MARK &
NO MORE CAN BE DONE.
JUST BECAUSE SOMEONE DOESN'T THINK WHAT THEY'RE DOING IS POLIT
SCIENTISTS WON'T BE SHOWING ANY INTEREST, PEOPLE WHO IN THEIR I
NECESSARILY EVALUATED THEIR ACTIONS, DESIRES OR CHOICES AS POLITI
IT ONLY ASSUMES ITS RESISTANCE NARRATIVE WHEN VIEWED THROUGH THE
CURRICULUM VITAE (C.V), A HISTORY OF EMPLOYEMENT YOU MUST BE JOK
A TRAIL OF CREATIVE DESTRUCTION, BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCES, PASSIONAL
SCARS & CHIPPED BONES & LOST FRIENDS THROUGH FIGHTS &
ASSOCIATES LEFT BY THE WAYSIDE FOR A LATER DATE BECAUSE OF
THE SHARED SPACE.
'THEY FIXED ON THE SHITTER (TWITTER) WHAT KIND
OUT THERE IN THE GYPSY STREET OR MUDY FIELD
AS AN EYE-WITNESS,

S WITH ALL SECOND-HAND HAND-ME-DOWNS SPOOF-LED
IN YOUR EY-EYE, DO YOU HAVE A CORRECTIVE PROCESS?
OUT OF BLIND-MATTER?, YOUR WHITE STICK SCRAWLING OVER
PHLEMG TO THE PEOPLE ON THE FRONT-LINE THEY'LL SPUT YOU OUT

IN THE MOMENT A PLACE FEELS ALOT

STICK AROUND

UNT CONTEST,

SO THERE IS SOME SUBSTANCE TO THE MATTER

OUT FROM A REFERANCE

THEN MOVING ON WHEN

JAIL DOESN'T MEAN POLITICAL
LIVES WITNESS IT & LIVE IN THE MOMENT HAVEN'T ALWAYS
CALL
THE LENS OF HISTORY

NG,
BE EMBRACES,
FINDING YOURSELF,
COMMITMENT HAD VACUATED
An utterly irresistible offer
WHICH COMES FIRST, THE BULL IN MARBLE OR THE ANGLE IN MOUNTING?

REASON, REALITY?

WHY ARE WE NOT HERE TO INSURE A BESTLADY'S HOUSE?

THEY HAD THE CHANCE THEY'D SPEAK UP TO THE POICE
THEN WANTED A GAMP & SAID WE HAD SOME COMPLAINT?
NO EVIDENCE, BUT WE DO HAVE SOME CONCERNS

IT'S JUST SIMPLY NOT WORTH IT..."
IF WE WERE NATIONALISTS FIGHTING FOR A HOMELAND
YOU'D BE ALL OVER US LIKE A RASH CHEERING US ON, BUT WE'RE NOT

SAYING WE'D LIKE A BETTER LIFE, EVEN THOUGH IT'S SAID THAT WE LIVE IN
A DEVELOPED 1ST WORLD WE STILL COMPLAIN, WE SEE THE DISCREPANCIES MOUNTING.

SOME EVEN SABOTAGE THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR OWN HOMELANDS,
THEN ARE THE SO-CALLED UNGRATEFUL PRIVILEGED,
THEY SEE AS THE ONLY WAY TO GET A BETTER LIFE.
IS TO DESTROY THE WHOLE SYSTEM, SMASH THE COMPETITIVENESS
FROM THE BASE UP, BURN ALL THE ROOTS.
THEN PLANT THEIR OWN FLOWERS IN THE COMPOST
AND STIRRING QUAGMIRE OF THE STATE & SEE WHAT BLOOMS.

TAKING THE RISK ON UNFAMILIAR GROUND THAT THERE MIGHT BE A WORD,
ORGANIC & STRUCTURALLESS
BUT AT LEAST

THERE WON'T BE ANY FUCKIN PRISON BARS
AS AN ANARCHIST MY FEELINGS ARE NOT OF DETACHMENT, I DON'T THINK THE POLITICS THAT I HAVE THAT I CAN EASILY DIVORCE THEM FROM THE PERSONAL.

OUR EMOTIONAL MAKE-UPS ARE GOING TO BE DIFFERENT DEPENDING ON OUR LIVES EXPERIENCES. WE MAY SHARE SOME GOALS BUT CANNOT DIFFERENT MILESTONES, SO HOW WE GO FORWARD A JUMP HURDLES IN LIFE WILL DIFFER SO IT WOULD BE FALSE IF POLITICALLY CLOSE FRIENDS WOULD FIND THE PASSIONS TO SEE THAT MAYBE WE CAN'T ALL BE ONE HAPPY FAMILY SOME OF US NEVER HAD THE FAITH, THE SOCIAL DUTY SET IN THE FIRST PLACE TO EVER BELIEVE THE LIES WAS THE BEST TRADITION & ALL THAT!

PEOPLE MOST ALIVE IS THE EDGE OF ANARCHISM, THE END OF SOCIETY, THE MARGINS, LONELY BUT THERE.

I'M NOT IN ANY POSITION TO SAY THAT MY BRAND OF FREEDOM THAT I'M REACHING FOR IS ANY BETTER THAN THE NEXT GUYS, BUT EVEN WITH MY NARROW GLIMPSE VIE BACK INTO HISTORY I FIND IT EASY TO RELATE TO THOSE WHO WERE PREPARED TO SPEAK TO BETTER THEIR LOT. IN SOME PLACES I'VE SEEN PEOPLE WHO IS UNABLE TO SWALLOW PASSIVELY LIKE SOME HARD-DRUNK LADS IF THIS OFFENDS OTHERS THEN THAT'S JUST TOUGH. IF YOUR LEFT WITH A BAD TASTE IN YOUR MOUTH YOU JUST GONNA HAVE TO GET USE TO IT.

I SUGGEST IT DEPENDS ON WHETHER YOU WEAR A BANDAGE OR A SCAR TO INSPIRE WHO YOU ARE. WHEN IT COMES TO THE CHURCH & THINGS GET TOUGH ALL THE TACTICS IN THE WORLD AIN'T GONNA SAVE YOU. OF COURSE IF YOU STAY REAL COOL YOU CAN CHANGE OR DETACH THE BADGE OR ETC HAVE A SKIN-CRUSH, BUT THIS OPTION IS NOT OPEN TO THOSE WEARING THE SCARS INSIDE.

IF YOU GET ME BY WRITING & DON'T UNDERSTAND THEN THE FAULT BELONGS WITH ME, IF SATISFIED TO COMMUNICATE EFFICIENTLY.

I FIND IT DIFFICULT TO TALK TO PEOPLE ESPECIALLY WHEN I CAN'T SEE THEIR FEET, THEY HAVE ANY HELM, AND THEY PREPARED TO PUSH. AND THEY A HUMPHREY BEECH HAVEN'T INVOLVED INTO SOMETHING ELABORATE & TAME, ACCESSIONED TO BEING SHIT OR!

THEY SHOW LITTLE DELIGHT IN OR A LACK OF WILLINGNESS TO DESTRUCT THE EMERGING TOYS, IT'S THE TRUTH?
IDENTITY POLITICS — DO YOU STEAL FROM THE RICH?

DO YOU THEIVE & SHOP-LIFT? DO YOU USE VIOLENCE AGAINST YOUR
DO YOU FOLLOW/STALK THEM? DO YOU USE CRIME TO SURVIVE?
DO YOU DO THINGS REGARDLESS IN SETTE OF A PRISON SENTENCE

HAVE YOU GOT A MORTAGE? A PRIVATE HEALTH PLAN? ARE YOU PAY
ON A NEW CAR? ARE YOU MARRIED OR IN A CIVIL PARTNERSHIP?
DO YOU SIT IN 1ST CLASS OR BUSINESS CLASS IF YOU CAN GET AWAY W

DO YOU DAMAGE PROPERTY? IS YOUR IMAGE OF YOURSELF MANUFACTURED
RULING-CLASSES, DO YOU BUY INTO STATUS SYMBOLS?

EVEN THE TRACKIES & NIKE'S ARE A COUNCIAL-ESTATE FASHION TH

PER HEMMEN WHO IN 1984-85 SERVED A 15 MTH SENTENCE IN A U.S JAIL FOR HAVING DESTROYED
MILITARY EQUIPMENT TOGETHER WITH MEMBERS OF PEACEFUL PEASANTS HAS ARROGATED AGAINST

PROTEST METHODS WHICH ARE SIMILAR TO THE ACTIVTIES OF THE POWER ELITE,
INCLUDING MAJOR SURRENDERS CLAIMING THAT HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS

OF PEOPLE ARE LIKE MILITARY EXERCISES & SHOULD BE AVOIDED BY RADICAL MOVEMENTS
I dance on other people's shattered dreams to the sound of rail-raiding cars, revolting
the sound of my unheard words fall on the graves of un-sung hero's.

Over time I've learnt not to give a shit so to be able to travel forward,
the buildings crumbling due to the expanding roots of invasive plants gives me
the inspiration to seed-bomb.

I've kissed my ass goodbye because continuously guarding it became such a hind,
I sit in the mall writing this little ditty to my surprise I'm at the right place at
the right time I pick up a twenty that's dropped from someone's pocket.

You don't fuckin believe me, but IT'S TRUE!

So why do I think it's important to engage in struggle with foreign anarchists
who are on a similar note/rip to myself, to start with what difference should a
Russian or a language fucking make, are we frightened old white men, just like UKIP ?

Are we going to restrict ourselves to the idea's of consuolated off prison island ?
Sure I have my quirk mind-set but I don't consider it quintessential.

English to isolate ourselves fundamentally? That seems crazy, we should try & share
our experiences wherever we are from & not desperately hold on to any outdated
traditional uniforms/unions.

Attack seems most logical not waiting, building up new faces to form in the mind a
comfortable transition.

The infrastructure can be minimal, mobility, shelter (tent) & food, living light on the
wheels.

But some large social-network to seed, building-up to some fictitious whatever.

The time for attack is now, how many times does it have to be said?

Not needing some near perfect army.

Guerilla affinity shows that fractures can be made here & now & demolition later.

Keep the dream open & alive.
THE PEOPLE WHO TRAVEL THE MOST BIZZY THROUGHWAY, MAINDRAG OF BRISTOL (A38)

GLOUCESTER ROAD SNAPPING AWAY TAKING SELFIES WITH BANKSY'S MILD MILD WEST IN
THE BACK GROUND, BUT DOES A TEDDY-BEAR SMILING & CHUCKING A PETROL-BOMB STILL
TRUELY DEPICT THE STREETS OF BRISTOL TODAY?

I SUPPOSE THE TOURISTS LET THEMSELVES ENTER THE REALMS OF A FANTASY WORLD
WHERE THINGS ARE INSTANT & CLEAR CUT BUT LESS PROFOUND, Like A Passenger
PASSING OVER THE SURFACE, DRIFTING WITH NOT MUCH COMMITMENT.

MOTIVES IN LIFE, WHAT DO WE ASK OF FRIENDS, WHAT DO THEY ASK OF US

QUESTION IS COULD THERE EVER BE A POLITICAL GANG STARTING TO BOND?